Parallel activation of prospective motor plans during visually-guided sequential saccades
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Abstract

Behavioural evidences suggest that sequential saccades to multiple stimuli are planned in parallel. However, it remains unclear whether such parallel programming reflects concurrent processing of goals or whether multiple motor plans coexist, unfolding subsequently during execution. Here we use midway saccades, directed at intermediate locations between two targets, as a probe to address this question in a novel double-step adaptation task. The task consisted of trials where subjects had to follow the appearance of two targets presented in succession with two sequential saccades. In some trials, the second target predictably jumped to a new location during the second saccade. Initially, the second saccade was aimed at the final target’s location before the jump. As subjects adapted to the target jump, saccades were aimed to the second target’s new location. We tested whether the spatial distribution of midway saccades could be explained as an interaction between two concurrent saccade goals, each directed at the two target locations, or between the initial motor plan to the first target location and a prospective motor plan directed from the initial to the final target location. A shift in the midway saccades’ distribution towards the jumped location of the second target following adaptation indicated that the brain can make use of prospective motor plans to guide sequential eye movements. Furthermore, we observed that the spatiotemporal pattern of endpoints of midway saccades can be well explained by a motor addition model. These results provide strong evidence of parallel activation of prospective motor plans during sequential saccades.

Introduction

Complex actions are thought to be parsed into sequences of simpler elements that are represented in the brain well before the action begins (Lashley, 1951; Keele, 1968). Behavioural evidence supporting this view derives from errors of ordering in which the element to be executed is sometimes substituted by the next element in the sequence (Verwey, 1995; Page & Norris, 1998). Neurophysiological evidence for preplanning of movement sequences comes from the findings of concurrent representations of impending sequential movements in the neurons of different cortical regions (Barone & Joseph, 1989; Funahashi et al., 1997; Averbeck et al., 2002; Mushi-ake et al., 2006).

Vision also requires making sequential saccadic eye movements to foveate different parts of a scene. Evidence for parallel program- ming of sequential saccades comes from behavioural studies using double-step tasks where a target steps to a new location while the saccade to the first target was still in preparation (Becker & Jürgens, 1979; McPeek et al., 2000; Ray et al., 2004; Sharika et al., 2008). More specifically, it is now established that the intersaccade interval (ISI) between the two saccades decreases with increase in the interval between the appearance of the second target and the first saccade onset in the sequence, which is the time available to programme the second saccade while the first is still being processed (called the reprocessing time or RPT). Sometimes, the ISI may even fall below the normal reaction time (Goossens & Van Opstal, 1997; McPeek & Keller, 2001). Thus parallel programming allows faster execution of movement sequences. However, parallel saccade plans may interact to produce erroneous midway saccades that land at an intermediate location between the locations of the two sequential targets (Findlay, 1982; Viviani and Swensson, 1982; Coëffé and O’Regan, 1987; Zambarbieri et al., 1987; Bhutani et al., 2012, 2013). Therefore, understanding how midway saccades are produced can provide insight into the nature of representations that are held in abeyance while sequential movements unfold in real time.

Various neurophysiological studies have revealed that saccade generation involves a continuum of stages ranging from visual encoding of targets, goal selection and saccade motor planning (Thompson et al., 1996). These three stages have been schematized in Fig. 3 to define them and illustrate the differences between them. Typically, in standard visuomotor tasks the location of the target (bottom up signal) is indistinguishable from the goal (top down...
validity of these results by using a collicular vector addition model attributed to the interaction of motor stages. We further tested the basal ganglia inactivated monkeys provided further evidence to support the ability to explain the spatiotemporal pattern of midway saccades to the second saccade without altering the second saccade goal. Thus, plans by using an adaptation task to manipulate the motor stage of midway saccades to test for the interaction of concurrent motor parallel motor plans. Here, we used the spatial spread of the endpoint of midway saccades to ascertain whether midway saccades are produced as a result of the interaction of concurrent saccade goals or as a result of the interaction of parallel motor plans. Here, we used the spatial spread of the endpoint of midway saccades to test for the interaction of concurrent motor plans by using an adaptation task to manipulate the motor stage of the second saccade without altering the second saccade goal. Thus, any change observed in the midway saccades’ scatter could be attributed to the interaction of motor stages. We further tested the validity of these results by using a collicular vector addition model (Van Gisbergen et al., 1987b; Goossens & Van Opstal, 2006) for its ability to explain the spatiotemporal pattern of midway saccades to ascertain the nature of these interactions.

Methods

Subjects

Data from sixteen naïve human subjects are presented in this study. Eight subjects (6 males and 2 females; ages ranging between 21 and 31 years) performed the adaptation task, whereas the other eight (5 males and 3 females; ages ranging between 21 and 31 years) performed the different eccentricity task. All subjects gave their informed consent in accordance with the institutional human ethics committee of the Indian Institute of Science (IISc), that reviewed and approved the protocol. The adaptation data consisted of approximately 500 trials. For the different eccentricity task, data were collected from each subject in three sessions each of approximately 500 trials. Subjects were given verbal instructions and 50–100 practice trials before each session. Correct trials were followed by an auditory beep to provide feedback to subjects. All subjects were monetarily rewarded for their performance.

Adaptation task

The double-step adaptation task (Fig. 1) is a modification of the FOLLOW task (Ray et al., 2004) and is divided into three blocks (Fig. 1a): pre-adaptation (100–150 trials), adaptation (~250 trials) and post-adaptation (100–150 trials). Each block consisted of two types of trials—no-step (40%) and step (60%), that were pseudo-randomly interleaved. Each trial started with the appearance of a central fixation point (FP), which was a 1° white square, presented on a dark background. Subjects had to fix their gaze within a ±2.5° electronic window centred at the FP. On no-step trials, following a random fixation duration of 300–800 ms, the FP disappeared and an initial green saccade target (IT; 1° × 1°) appeared at either the location 1 or 2 (i.e. 2° = top-left and 1° = top-right respectively) at an eccentricity of 12° and subtending an angle of 45° with respect to the vertical meridian. Subjects were instructed to saccade to the green target on its appearance. No-step trials were identical across the three blocks. Step trials were identical in the pre- and post-adaptation blocks (Fig. 1c), where following the appearance of the initial green target (IT; 1° × 1°) at location 2, a final red target (FT; 1° × 1°) would appear at location 1 after a fixed temporal delay called the Target Step Delay (TSD) of ~16 ms. The angular separation between the two targets was 90°. Subjects had to follow the sequence of appearance of the two targets with two successive saccades. On the step trials of the adaptation block, the red target shifted to a new location (FT-new) during the second saccade (grand average of ~35 ms after the second saccade onset; Table 1; Fig. 1d). However, this occurred only on those trials where subjects had made a correct saccade to the initial target. The start of the second saccade was determined by setting an online velocity threshold criterion of 30°/s.

If subjects fixated the targets within ±2.5°, the trials were counted as successful and were accompanied by an auditory beep to provide feedback to the subjects. Subjects were not told about the target shift. Thus, to keep them motivated during the task, the feedback beep on step trials was provided if the subject made a second saccade to the old or the new location of the second target. The targets remained on throughout the trial duration.

Different eccentricity double-step task

Another group of eight naïve subjects performed a second version of the double-step FOLLOW task. Here 60% of the trials were no-step trials. However, the no-step target or the initial target in step trials could appear at any of eight equidistant locations on an imaginary circle of radius 12° from the FP. An angular separation of 45° was maintained between the IT and FT locations. On a random half of the step trials, the FT appeared at the same eccentricity as the IT (i.e. at 12°), whereas on the remaining trials the FT appeared at a reduced eccentricity of 6°. The targets remained on throughout the trial. Five target step delays (TSDs) that ranged between 16 and 150 ms and accurate to the screen refresh rate were used. Variable TSDs allowed control over the reprocessing time (RPT), which is the time between the appearance of the onset of first saccade and the appearance of the final target. In general shorter RPTs were associated with longer TSDs and vice versa. The instructions were same as in the pre-adaptation or post-adaptation block of the adaptation task.
Recording set up

Experiments were computer-controlled using TEMPO/VDEOSYNC software (Reflective Computing, St. Louis, MI, USA) that displayed visual stimuli, sampled and stored eye position and other behavioural parameters. Eye position was sampled at 240 Hz using an infrared pupil tracker (ISCAN, Boston, MA, USA) that interfaced with TEMPO software in real time. Before starting the recording session, each subject was made to look at 5 positions on the monitor; one at fixation in the centre of the monitor and 4 (horizontal left, right; vertical up, down) target positions. The monitor (SONY Bravia LCD monitor; 42 inch; 60 Hz refresh rate; 640 \times 480 resolution) was placed 57 cm from the subject. While subjects fixated the targets, we adjusted the horizontal and vertical gain parameters in real time, such that the endpoint of saccades would typically coincide with the centre of the electronic windows centred on their respective target positions but visible only to the

Fig. 1. Double-step adaptation task. (a) The task was divided into three blocks, pre-adaptation, adaptation and post-adaptation blocks. Each block consisted of no-step (40%) and step (60%) trials that were pseudo-randomly interleaved. (b) Spatial and temporal sequence of events in no-step trials. (c) On step trials in the pre- and post-adaptation blocks, the location of the Initial Target (IT) and the Final Target (FT) was always fixed. The FT appeared at a Target Step Delay (TSD) of 16 ms after the IT. Subjects had to follow the sequence of appearance of two targets with two saccades. A saccade directly to the second target was considered an error. (d) Temporal sequence of events in an adaptation step trial. Following fixation, the initial green target and the final red target were presented just as in the pre-adaptation block. During the execution of the second saccade (white arrow), the final target (open red square) disappeared from its original location and shifted 8° to its right (FT-new; red filled square). Starting from the beginning of the trial (denoted by a solid, black vertical line), grey lines indicate (by means of a jump from baseline in the respective horizontal trace), the appearance of the fixation box, initial target, final target, horizontal and vertical components of the first (S1) and second (S2) saccades, and shift of the final target during the second saccade. (Lower) The timeline for the shift of the final target with respect to the two saccades in a typical trial is shown. Blue and red lines represent the horizontal (EyeX) and vertical (EyeY) eye position, respectively. Solid green, dashed red and solid red arrows represent the time of appearance of the IT, FT and the shifted FT. Black lines represent the onset of first (S1) and second (S2) saccades.
During which the two saccades are planned in parallel. For this we selected as a function of the reprocessing time (RPT), which is the time beyond the 95% confidence interval of the distribution of correct no-step saccade endpoints to the two targets are considered midway saccades (blue traces). FP is the fixation point.

simulated the values of RPT using the framework of a LATER model (Linear Accumulation to Threshold with Ergodic Rate; Carpenter & Williams, 1995; Reddi & Carpenter, 2000), which is a ramp-to-threshold model of reaction time and has been successful in explaining the reaction time (RT) distribution of single saccades. In the LATER model, a GO process representing the preparatory activity for a saccade is initiated following stimulus presentation; and a saccade is triggered once the build-up activity in the GO process reaches the threshold. The accumulation was determined by the following equation:

\[ a_{GO} = \mu_{GO} \times t \]  

where \( a_{GO} \) represented the activity in the accumulator at time \( t \). The mean growth rate of the GO unit is given by \( \mu_{GO} \), which varied stochastically from trial to trial.

No-step trials

The parameters describing the GO accumulator were randomly selected from a distribution with mean \( \mu_{GO} \) and standard deviation \( \sigma_{GO} \). The rates of the GO process were allowed to vary across trials, but the accumulation of build-up activity at every time-step was kept constant. On each trial, the accumulation (\( a_{GO} \)) started after a constant delay \( \tau \) of 60 ms. This value of \( \tau \) was set to approximate the average latency of visual cells in the macaque visuomotor system (Schmolesky et al., 1998; Pouget et al., 2005). Since the target was presented throughout the trial duration, there was no time limit on the accumulation of build-up activity. Once the activity reached the threshold, which was arbitrarily set to a value of 1, a saccade was triggered. Thus, the time taken for the activity to hit the threshold from the time of target onset was the reaction time (RT\(_{GO}\)) of the saccade for that trial. For each subject, 2000 no-step trials were simulated to obtain the RT\(_{GO}\) distribution. The simulated RT\(_{GO}\) distribution was then compared with the observed no-step RT distribution by minimizing the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (Massey, 1951) statistic in the parameter space (\( \mu_{GO} \) and \( \sigma_{GO} \)), which gave the maximum absolute deviation between the cumulative probability distribution of experimentally observed no-step RTs and predicted RTs. This procedure was repeated 1000 times, using different sets of random initial parameter values. The best parameter sets were obtained individually for each subject.

### Table 1. Mean ± SEM for second target shifts following the onset of second saccades in step trials of the adaptation blocks for all subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>2nd target shift w.r.t. second saccade onset (mean ± SEM) ms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>38.72 ± 0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JA</td>
<td>32.19 ± 0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NI</td>
<td>37.83 ± 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>39.29 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>32.44 ± 0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>36.07 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>31.72 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>31.98 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data analyses

All offline analyses were performed using custom made programs written in MATLAB (Mathworks, USA). The analogue eye position data were smoothed and blinks were removed. A velocity threshold of 30°/sec was used to mark the initiation of saccades. The saccade detection algorithm was subsequently verified manually. All blink-perturbed saccades were eliminated from the analyses. Trials in which saccade latency was <80 ms (anticipatory saccades) were rejected. All statistical tests were done using the Statistical toolbox in MATLAB. Normality in each condition was tested using the Lilliefors test. For non-normal data sets, non-parametric versions of these tests were used. Unless mentioned otherwise, all the results of averaged data are presented as ‘mean ± SEM.’

Midway saccades

Saccades that landed at an intermediate location between the initial and final targets were called midway saccades. To quantify the occurrence of midway saccades, we first calculated the 95% confidence interval for the direction of endpoint scatter of correct no-step saccades for each target location (Fig. 2). Those step trials, where the initial saccade landed between the locations of IT and FT, but beyond the 95% confidence interval of the distribution of no-step saccade endpoints to the two targets, were called midway saccades (Bhutani et al., 2012; Fig. 2). We observed 17.34 ± 2.83% of midway saccades in the adaptation task and 19.24 ± 1.68% of midway saccades in the different eccentricity task.

Model simulations

The endpoint scatter of initial saccades in the step trials was modelled as a function of the reprocessing time (RPT), which is the time during which the two saccades are planned in parallel. For this we

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>2nd target shift w.r.t. second saccade onset (mean ± SEM) ms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>38.72 ± 0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JA</td>
<td>32.19 ± 0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NI</td>
<td>37.83 ± 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>39.29 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>32.44 ± 0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>36.07 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>31.72 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>31.98 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Step trials

On step trials, a single GO process representing the first saccade was simulated using parameters from the corresponding no-step RT (\(p_{GO1}\) and \(\sigma_{GO1}\)) simulations. Similar to no-step trials, the accumulation of the GO1 (\(a_{GO1,t}\)) process started after a visual delay (\(\tau\)) of 60 ms following the initial target presentation. For each trial, the TSD was chosen randomly from the set of TSDs used in the experiment. In total, 5000 step trials were simulated for each subject. The time at which the activity hit the threshold (simulated RT) was given by RTGO1 and respectively. The simulated value of RPT (reaction time at which the activity hit the threshold (simulated RT)) was then obtained as:

\[
RPT_{sim} = RT_{GO1} - TSD
\]  

Goodness of fit

The goodness of fit, \(R^2\), was used to compare the two models. \(R^2\) was given by the following equation:

\[
R^2 = 1 - \left( \frac{SS_{err}}{SS_{total}} \right) 
\]  

where, \(SS_{err}\), or the residual sum of squares was defined as:

\[
SS_{err} = \sum_{i}^{n} (Y_i - F_i)^2 
\]

and \(SS_{total}\), or the total sum of squares was defined as:

\[
SS_{total} = \sum_{i}^{n} (Y_i - \bar{Y})^2 
\]

In the above equations \(\bar{Y}\) represented mean of the observed saccade endpoints and was given as:

\[
\bar{Y} = \frac{\sum_{i}^{n} Y_i}{10} 
\]

where, the relative distance \(Y_i\) and \(F_i\) were calculated as a difference between the observed and predicted mean endpoints for the ith RPT bin from the IT location [0°, 12°].

Adaptation selectively affects the second saccade motor vector

\[H_i\text{ and }V_i\text{ represent the observed (7) and predicted (8) shift in the horizontal and vertical components of endpoints of saccades in the ith RPT bin from the IT location [0°, 12°] in step trials. Ideally, the value of } R^2 \text{ ranges between 0 and 1. However, since in this study the predictions were not based on a model-fitting procedure, } R^2 \text{ values could be less than zero.}

Results

Selectively adapting the second saccade in a double-step FOLLOW task, provided an opportunity to test the nature of representations during parallel programming since the distinction between sensory, goal and motor stages can be made explicit, as shown in Fig. 3 (see also Quaia et al., 2010). The location of targets, with respect to the fovea or the current fixation point (FP), in visual space can be described by 2D visual vectors, \(V_1\) and \(V_2\), which specify where the images of the targets fall on the retina, relative to the fovea that maps onto the current fixation point. Since in the FOLLOW task, the two targets are behaviourally relevant, they also represent goals \(G_1\) and \(G_2\), with \(G_2\) being defined as the vector from the initial target (IT) to the final target (FT). Movement vectors are represented as \(M_1\) and \(M_2\). The motor vector \(M_1\), which is identical to \(V_1\) and \(G_1\), represents the motor plan of the first saccade. Since the subjects are required to follow the appearance of the two targets with sequential saccades, the second movement vector \(M_2\) is the saccade directed from the IT to final target (FT) and is normally indistinguishable from \(G_2\). However, following forward adaptation (right panel), the goal of the second saccade is unaltered, whereas the gain of the second saccade vector \(M_2\) increases, and can thus be used, in principle, to distinguish goal-related processing from movement-related processing (see also Quaia et al., 2010). It is important to note that \((M_2')\) describes the same vector as \(M_2\) but is directed from the current fixation spot and represents the future or prospective motor plan \((M_2')\). By tracking the endpoints of midway saccades before and after saccade adaptation we tested whether midway saccades represent the interaction of \(M_1\) and \(M_2\) or \(G_1\) and \(G_2\).

Double-step adaptation task: dissociation of goal and motor vectors

On every step trial of the adaptation block, the second target location was shifted to the right of its old location just after the second saccade to it was initiated. On these initial trials, the eye landed close to the old location of the final target. However, over trials, the subjects...
produced second saccades with larger amplitudes (mean ± SEM = 18.11 ± 0.35°) compared to that in the pre-adaptation block (14.25 ± 0.26°; Fig. 4a). This increase in the amplitude of second saccades following adaptation was significant (paired t-test \( P < 0.001; \) \( t_{\text{stat}} = 12.671; \) \( df = 7 \)). However, there was no effect of adaptation on both the amplitude (paired t-test \( P = 0.571; \) \( t_{\text{stat}} = 0.594; \) \( df = 7 \)) and direction (Wilcoxon ranksum test \( P = 0.169; \) ranksum value = 54.5) of no-step saccades to the location of the second target (Fig. 4b). The mean amplitude and mean direction of no-step saccades to the location of FT in the pre-adaptation block was 11.88 ± 0.16° and 44.47 ± 0.31°, respectively. In the adaptation block, no-step saccades to the second target location were produced with a mean amplitude and mean direction of 11.71 ± 0.28° and 44.79 ± 0.14°, respectively. In the context of the schematic shown in Fig. 3, the above results indicate that only the motor vector (\( \vec{M2}_n \)) for the second saccade was adapted, whereas the goal vector for the second saccade (\( \vec{G2} \)) was not affected as a result of the target shift.

Parallel programming of motor vectors of sequential saccades in the double-step adaptation task

Parallel programming of sequential saccades during the adaptation task was tested by comparing the endpoint scatter of second saccades in the adaptation block, for different reprocessing time (RPT) intervals. Since saccade reaction times are stochastic, even with a fixed target step delay of ~16 ms, variable RPTs were produced. We divided the individual step trials into low and high RPT groups. If the second saccade was not concurrently planned during the RPT, then for both the RPT bins the endpoints of the second saccades should be similar. On the other hand, if some aspect of the second saccade was processed in parallel with the first saccade plan, second saccade endpoints should be closer to the old location of the second target, especially at the higher RPTs.

As seen in Fig. 4c, at lower RPTs, second saccade endpoints were relatively closer to the location of the final target after the shift (FT-new; 21.10 ± 0.31°). At higher RPTs, however, second saccades’ endpoints were closer to the old location of the final target (FT; 17.71 ± 0.44). This difference in the amplitude of second saccades for lower and higher RPTs was significant (paired t-test, \( P < 0.001; \) \( t_{\text{stat}} = 12.023; \) \( df = 7 \)), suggesting that saccades in the adaptation task were planned concurrently. However, in and of itself, it does not explicitly show that the second adapted motor vector was simultaneously planned with the first saccade. To test this, we assessed the pattern of midway saccades, a well-documented behavioural outcome of parallel programming (see Bhutani et al., 2012, 2013).

![Fig. 4. Adaptation of the second saccade motor vector. (a) Amplitudes of second saccades increased following adaptation. In the pre-adaptation condition, second saccade endpoints were centred on the final target (FT; red dash square). However, following adaptation, second saccades landed closer to the shifted final target (FT-new; red solid square). (b) No difference in the endpoint scatter of no-step saccades to the FT location were seen between pre-adaptation and adaptation blocks. (c) Plot of the mean endpoint location of second saccades in the adaptation block vs. the reprocessing time (RPT) colour coded for each subject. (d) Scatter of midway saccades in step trials is plotted for a representative subject in the pre-adaptation (left) and adaptation blocks (right). Black circles with plus represent the medians of the scatter of midway saccade endpoints and the black line represents the corresponding vector from the initial fixation point (plus sign). The red dashed square is the old location of the final target FT; the red solid square represents the location of the shifted FT (FT-new); the green square represents the IT.](image-url)
Double-step adaptation task: midway saccades due to the interaction of motor vectors

The adaptation paradigm allowed us to discern whether the adapted motor vector contributed to midway saccades. If the adapted motor vector (\(M_2\)) was being planned in parallel with the first motor vector (\(M_1\)), then the endpoint scatter of midway saccades in the adaptation block is expected to shift towards the final position of the second target relative to the midway saccades in the pre-adaptation block. In contrast, in the absence of a shift, midway saccades are likely to be the consequence of an interaction between the two goal vectors, \(G_1\) and \(G_2\) with increasing RPT. We found evidence for the former hypothesis.

Figure 4d plots the endpoint scatter of midway saccades in the pre-adaptation (cyan) and adaptation (magenta) blocks for a representative subject. The direction of endpoint scatter of the midway saccades shifted rightwards (two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for distribution, \(P = 0.021, k_{\text{stat}} = 0.327\)). Furthermore, we calculated the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) for the direction of midway saccades to obtain the probability with which saccades landed closer to the IT or to the FT. CDFs were normalized such that the probability of landing closer to the final red target was set as 1 and the probability of landing near the initial target was set as 0. The rightward shift following adaptation was also captured by plotting the cumulative distribution for the direction of midway saccades for pre-adaptation (cyan) and adaptation (magenta) blocks. For every subject there was a significant rightward shift of the CDF \((P < 0.05)\) (Fig. 5 and Table 2). To further confirm the rightward shift in the scatter of midway saccades towards the final target, we quantified the direction at the median of the CDF in the pre-adaptation (Pre-Adapt0.5) and adaptation (Adapt0.5) blocks. For the pre-adaptation condition, the median direction of midway saccades was \(99.58 \pm 2.04^\circ\) and for the adaptation block the Adapt0.5 value was \(81.61 \pm 1.74^\circ\). This shift was significant (paired t-test \(P < 0.001; t_{\text{stat}} = 15.617; df = 7\)). Furthermore, we wanted to ensure that this rightward shift in the endpoint scatter of midway saccades following adaptation was not a consequence of a change in their underlying RPTs. To test this, we compared the distribution of RPTs in the pre-adaptation and the adaptation blocks and found no significant difference in the RPT distribution (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test population mean \(P = 0.226; \min = 0.08, \max = 0.54\)).

Different eccentricity task: parallel programming of sequential saccades

Short intersaccade intervals (ISIs), defined as the duration between the end of the first saccade and the onset of the second saccade, have been considered to be a marker for concurrent processing. We tested for the parallel planning of sequential saccades by plotting the intersaccade interval (ISI), vs. the reprocessing time (RPT). Reprocessing time is the time between the onset of first saccade and the appearance of the second target and is the time available for parallel programming. It refers to the time available to the saccade processing centres to process the second saccade, while the first saccade plan is still underway. The principle for using the ISI vs. RPT plot as a signature of concurrent processing is as follows: if saccades are planned in parallel, then higher RPTs will allow greater time for the processing of second saccade, while the first is still being processed; in turn the second saccade will be generated quickly after the end of first saccade. Thus, intersaccade interval (ISI) should decrease with increase RPT. However, if sequential saccades are planned one after the other, the intersaccade interval (ISI) should not change with RPT.

ISIs and RPTs were computed for each step trial with sequential saccades. Only step trials with ISIs less than the 95th percentile of no-step saccade latencies were used since ISIs greater than the normal saccade latency were likely to have been produced as a consequence of serial processing. Despite individual variability, a decreasing trend in ISIs with increasing RPTs was observed, on
average (Fig. 6a). For the population, ISIs typically decreased from ~286 ms to ~109 ms and ~278 ms to ~104 ms, with increasing RPT for the same and different eccentricity conditions, respectively. At larger RPTs the decrease in ISI is much less and typically saturates at RPTs >150 ms. Nonetheless, the average parallel processing rate of the second saccade across the population, as quantified by the best fit line, was −0.61 (±0.04) and −0.58 (±0.03) for the same and different eccentricity conditions, respectively, and is in agreement with the previous results (Becker & Jürgens, 1979; McPeek et al., 2000; Ray et al., 2004).

**Table 2.** P-values for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test for the difference in the distribution of midway saccades in the pre-adaptation and adaptation blocks. The KS test statistic for each subject is mentioned in brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>0.0211 (0.327)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JA</td>
<td>0.0037 (0.331)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NI</td>
<td>0.0133 (0.297)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>0.0349 (0.244)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001 (0.402)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>0.0034 (0.298)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.0108 (0.268)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>0.0416 (0.267)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Collicular Vector Addition (VAd) between two motor plans predict the spatiotemporal pattern of saccade averaging

We used a collicular vector addition model (VAd) to predict the endpoint scatter of midway saccades in step trials as a function of the reprocessing time (RPT). Since the FOLLOW task requires the execution of two saccades sequentially, the first saccade vector was always fully represented. However, the endpoint of the initial saccade motor vector was expected to be affected only by the degree of the second saccade processing that occurred in parallel during the reprocessing time (RPT), whereas the first saccade is still in pipeline. Thus, only the second goal or motor vector was weighted such that:

$$w^2 = \frac{\text{RPT}_{\text{sim}}}{\text{RT}_{\text{GO1}}} \tag{9}$$

On the basis of the premise that midway saccades reflect an interaction between two parallel planned linear accumulators (LATER model; see methods for details), we tested whether midway saccades are generated as a consequence of the vector addition (VAd) of the parallel planned motor vectors using the following equation:

$$\text{VAd}_{\text{motor}}(H, V) = \bar{M}_1 + w^2M^2 \tag{10}$$

Model predictions were tested by comparing the endpoint scatter of initial saccades in step trials in the same and different eccentricity conditions. The endpoint scatter was calculated as follows: the direction (Φ) of each saccade was computed from the inverse tangent of the line segment joining the start and end of the saccade, whereas the amplitude (R) was given by the length of this line segment. Furthermore, the Initial Target (IT) (Ix, Iy), Final Target (FT) (Fx, Fy) and saccade trajectory [Hi(t), Vi(t)] were rotated around the Fixation Point (FP) such that the new IT was always vertically up at the 90° position with respect to the FP, whereas the FT was always 45° clockwise to the IT. This transformation allowed us to collate the data across different target step configurations. The horizontal ($H_{\text{end}}$) and vertical ($V_{\text{end}}$) components of these saccades were calculated as:

$$H_{\text{end}} = R\cos(\Phi) \tag{11}$$
$$V_{\text{end}} = R\sin(\Phi) \tag{12}$$

They were grouped into ten RPT bins ranging from the shortest to the longest RPTs.

Figure 6b plots the predictions of the VAd$_{\text{motor}}$ model (mean ± SEM for initial saccade endpoints in different RPT bins for a representative subject), for the same and different eccentricity trial conditions, in which the second target was either of the same (12°) or lesser (6°) eccentricity condition, respectively. The simulated values of reprocessing time (RPT$_{\text{sim}}$) were divided into 10 bins and the corresponding mean scatter of the predicted endpoints was obtained. The model predicted that the first saccade endpoints lie closer to IT at shorter RPT$_{\text{sim}}$ conditions and shift away from IT with increasing RPT$_{\text{sim}}$. Since only $M_2^2$ was weighted, with increasing RPT$_{\text{sim}}$, the contribution of $M_2^2$ increased, resulting in predicted saccades with amplitudes increasing with RPT$_{\text{sim}}$. As shown in the figures, at short RPTs, saccades were aimed closer to IT, whereas at the longest RPTs, saccades were aimed closer to FT. In between, there was a gradual shift in the saccade endpoint scatter from IT towards FT.

This result suggests that at lower RPTs, when parallel programming of the second saccade is limited, the endpoint of the first saccade is least affected by the planning of the second saccade. With increasing RPT, the influence of the second saccade plan increased gradually, thus shifting the endpoint more towards FT. This shift in the endpoint scatter away from IT and towards FT was significant for both the same eccentricity (one-way ANOVA $P < 0.001$; $F_{9,70} = 41.98$) and the different eccentricity (Kruskal–Wallis test $P < 0.001$; $\chi^2 = 65.48$) conditions.

To further assess the ability of the motor addition model to fit the data, we compared the slope of the path for the predicted and observed endpoint scatter with increasing RPT. The mean (±SEM) slope of the observed path for all eight subjects in the same and different target eccentricity conditions were $-0.47 ± 0.06$ and $-2.1 ± 0.39$, respectively. The VAd$_{\text{motor}}$ predicted the scatter with slopes of $-0.41$ and $-1.83$ for the same and different eccentricity conditions, respectively, where the predicted data points followed the path joining IT and FT and were not significantly different from the observed data (same eccentricity condition, Mann–Whitney U-test $P = 0.08$; different eccentricity condition, Mann–Whitney U-test $P = 0.40$). The values of $R^2$ for each subject for the VAd$_{\text{motor}}$ model for the two eccentricity conditions are tabulated in Table 3. Overall, the VAd$_{\text{motor}}$ model could predict the endpoint scatter with an overall $R^2$ value of 0.65 (±0.09) and could reasonably predict the scatter for 13/16 conditions.

**Vector averaging (VAd$_{\text{sensory}}$) model**

To contrast the performance of the motor addition model, we also tested the well-known vector averaging model that hypothesizes an interaction between sensory representations (V1 and V2 in Fig. 3) underlying midway saccades. Averaging was instantiated by weighting both saccades vectors such that the sum of the weights added to unity.

$$w_1 = 1 - w_2 \tag{13}$$

$$\text{VAd}_{\text{sensory}} = \frac{w_1V_1 + w_2V_2}{w_1 + w_2} \tag{14}$$

Equation (14) performs the weighted vector averaging of sensory vectors in visual space. As before, model simulations of endpoint
scatter were generated for the models as a function of RPT. Figure 6c plots the predictions of the VAgsensory model for both the same and different target eccentricity conditions. The model predictions were compared with the observed endpoint scatter as a function of RPT. To reiterate, the VAdmotor model predicted that the endpoint scatter of saccades would lie on a line joining the IT and FT; similarly, the VAgsensory model also predicted that the saccade end-points would lie on a line joining the IT and FT and was an equally good predictor of the data in comparison with the VAdmotor model, and predicted the observed data well with an $R^2$ value of

**Fig. 6.** Saccade averaging due to the weighted addition of motor vectors. (a) Plot of the mean intersaccade interval (ISI) and the reprocessing time (RPT) for the population of subjects who performed the different eccentricity task. (b) Mean ± SEM of observed endpoint scatter as a function of RPT are plotted for an individual subject in the same (left column) and different eccentricity (right column) step trials. At lower RPTs, saccade endpoints land near the IT but shift towards the FT with increasing RPT (filled circles colour coded). RPT-weighted addition of the motor vectors (blue squares; top row) predicts that the endpoint scatter shifts from IT to FT on a path joining the IT and FT, as observed in the data (filled circles colour coded by RPT). The model predictions for sensory averaging (red squares; bottom row) are shown in (c). Green and red filled squares represent the initial target (IT) and final target (FT) locations.
TABLE 3. $R^2$ values for the weighted motor vector addition ($V_{Ad_{motor}}$) model for individual subjects in the different eccentricity task are compared with the $R^2$ values for the weighted sensory averaging model ($V_{A_{sensory}}$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target configuration</th>
<th>$V_{Ad_{motor}}$</th>
<th>$V_{A_{sensory}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Same eccentricity</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>0.906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.554</td>
<td>0.713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.478</td>
<td>0.834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td>0.867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different eccentricity</td>
<td>0.810</td>
<td>0.818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.811</td>
<td>0.705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.4007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.5887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>0.704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.566</td>
<td>0.166</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0.64 ($\pm 0.08$). Thus, taken together, the motor addition model performed just as well as the sensory averaging model.

Discussion

In this study, the pattern of saccade averaging in a visually-guided double-step adaptation task was used to reveal the computation underlying the parallel programming of the second saccade in the sequence. Although a previous study from our work ruled out the role of sensory processing (Bhutani et al., 2012), the study could not distinguish whether saccade averaging was a consequence of the interaction of goal or motor vectors. We have tried to resolve this issue in this study.

Relationship to previous work

The use of midway saccades as a proxy for parallel programming was first described by the so-called Amplitude/Angle transition functions (Amp/AngTF) mentioned in the early studies by Aslin & Shea (1987) and Becker & Jürgens (1979) that show a scatter of saccade endpoints with time delay $D$, which is equivalent to RPT in this study. Using a time-window average model, which assumed that the stimulus is continuously sampled for a fixed period after its presentation, Becker & Jürgens (1979) proposed that the internal representation of target location gradually shifts along the straight line connecting the first and second target locations. Furthermore, they suggested that as the target shifts during this time-window, a weighted average of two actual locations would be specified as the initial target. Thus, the shorter the interstimulus interval, the closer the weighted average would be to the final target position. Despite these earlier attempts, to the best of our knowledge there has not been any systematic attempt to predict the saccade endpoints as a function of RPT to elucidate the nature of interacting saccade vectors.

This study describes the concurrent planning of a current and a future or ‘prospective’ motor plan (see also Van der Willigen et al., 2011 and Van Gisbergen et al., 1987a for a similar model). Quaia et al. (2010) suggested that motor vectors for both the targets with respect to the fixation point are already computed (here represented as the $\vec{G}_2$ vector); once the gaze lands at the location of IT, the motor vector for second saccade from the IT ($\vec{M}_2$) is then computed (here represented as the $\vec{M}_2$ vector) by subtracting the vector $\vec{M}_1$ from it. In contrast to Quaia et al. (2010), wherein $\vec{M}_2$ is computed after the saccade has been made to the initial target, this study shows that the motor vector that will bring the eye from IT to the FT, maybe represented before eye reaches the IT location, and sometimes even before the first saccade has started. This difference in the representations of motor vectors in this study and the study by Quaia et al. (2010) may be because of the differences in the two paradigms. Whereas, in this study, the two saccades were being planned in parallel in a highly predictable sequence, in the study by Quaia et al. (2010), subjects were clearly instructed to “plan and execute two distinct saccades, sequentially.” Following these implications, we propose that the brain has a representation of a future or a ‘prospective’ motor plan ($\vec{M}_2^{\text{FT}}$) that will eventually bring the gaze from IT to FT, even before eye has reached the IT. Further, the representation of this prospective motor plan in comparison to the goal vector of the second saccade seems more economically efficient since brain does not have to compute the required subsequent motor vector after every eye movement. Van der Willigen et al. (2011) have already elaborated on this idea, and through modelling of SC activity and have shown how curved saccades might also be produced as a result of the interaction of the current and future saccade plans.

Parallel representation of goal vs. motor vectors

Although most previous studies have shown that weighted goal averaging produces a pattern that is good in predicting the endpoint scatter (Becker & Jürgens, 1979; Van Opstal & Van Gisbergen, 1989; Walton et al., 2005; Katnani & Gandhi, 2011), we have shown for the first time that the vector addition of two motor vectors produces an equally good prediction. For three reasons, we believe that motor addition could be a more favourable model. First, following the adaptation of the second saccade motor vector, the endpoint scatter of initial saccades shifted rightwards. Since the second saccade goal vector was not adapted, this shift isn’t due to the interaction of the competing goal vectors. Second, the motor model implies that the brain is able to internally transform the goal of second saccade into a motor vector that represents the desired saccade displacement relative to the future fixation point. This prediction is borne out by the well-documented phenomenon, called predictive remapping (Duhamel et al., 1992), which begins even before the saccade is initiated. Such predictive remapping is not only unique to lateral intraparietal (LIP) cortex (Duhamel et al., 1992), but has also been observed in other regions of the oculomotor system, such as the frontal eye fields (FEF; Umeno & Goldberg, 1997) and the SC (Walker et al., 1995). Evidence for a ‘prospective’ motor plan is also drawn from the idea of attentional pointers (Rolfs et al., 2011). In the Rolfs et al. study, subjects were good in discriminating targets that were presented at the remapped location of the second target from the initial fixation point, suggesting that subjects were attending not only to the actual locations of the first and second targets in the sequence, but to a completely different location whose vector from the fixation point was similar to a motor vector for the second saccade from the IT to the FT. Given the close correspondence and equivalence of spatial attention and saccade endpoint (Hoffman & Subramaniam, 1995; Kowler et al., 1995; Deubel & Schneider, 1996), the data of Rolfs et al. are what the motor model predicts. Third, the motor model is characterized by an interaction that is additive in nature. This is in contrast to the vector averaging model, which is computationally complex as it requires a form of normalization that has not been observed in the motor system. That is why some studies have proposed a vector summation model as an
Adaptation of the motor vector

Although saccadic adaptation, occurs primarily in the motor system (Hopp & Fuchs, 2004; Pélisson et al., 2010), some studies have also found adaptation in the sensory system (Kohn, 2007; Webster, 2011; Chopin & Mamassian, 2012; Bahcall and Kowler, 1999) as well. However, these studies have typically involved perceptual localization tasks (Bahcall and Kowler, 1999; Awater et al., 2005; Bruno and Morrone, 2007; Collins et al., 2007; Hernandez et al., 2008). Nevertheless, more recently, a similar involvement of sensory representations during saccadic adaptation has been shown specifically for voluntary saccades but not reactive saccades (Cotti et al., 2009). Since the double-step adaptation task in this study involved a standard visuomotor mapping, we assume that saccade adaptation primarily influences the motor representations and forms the basis of our interpretation.

Some experimental evidence to support this claim derives from the effect of adaptation on no-step trials. If adaptation reflected a changed association between the location of a target and its internalized goal location, one would have seen a change in the direction and amplitude of no-step saccades that were directed to the location of the second target, since the effects of adaptation on midway saccades is revealed during the first saccade itself. However, no significant difference was found in the endpoint scatter of no-step saccades in the adaptation and pre-adaptation conditions (Fig. 4b). Moreover, we did not see an effect of adaptation on the horizontal component of these no-step saccades as well. There was also no significant difference in the horizontal component of no-step saccades to the second target location in adaptation and pre-adaptation conditions (P value >0.05).

Shortcomings of the model

Although our results support the interaction of concurrently active motor plans in the generation of midway saccades, we noticed deviations of the observed data from the predicted model. Thus, while, the model predicts a straight path for the shift of endpoint scatter from IT to FT with increasing RPT, visual assessment of the observed data suggests that the path curves inside towards the fixation point for intermediated RPTs. Such inward curvature is also evident in the work of Aslin & Shea (1987) and is not captured by the time-window average model of Becker & Jürgens (1979). Although speculative, this departure could be a consequence of non-linearities that occur during the interaction of two saccade motor plans (Van Gisbergen et al., 1985; Tweed & Vilis, 1990; Crawford et al., 1991; Groh, 2001; Goossens & Van Opstal, 2006). This notwithstanding, Katnani et al. (2012) observed that a weighted addition model with saturation also did not explain the endpoint scatter of evoked saccades in dual-microstimulation conditions.
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